
Bias



Random variation

Systematic error (Bias)

Selection bias

Information bias

Confounding

Statistician’s expertise

Epidemiologist’s expertise





Types of  bias

Selection bias

Information bias
(misclassification bias)

Protopathic bias 
(reverse causation bias)

Immortal-time bias

Confounding



Selection bias

Bias comming from OUTSIDE the material, due to 

the selective inclusion of  individuals with particular

characteristics (related to either exposure or outcome)

Women with vague symptoms of  DVT has higher likelihood

of  getting admitted for tests if using oral contraceptives.

Mothers of  children with malformations are more likely to 

participate in study on use of  drugs during pregnancy if they

have thought about a given drug they have been using.



Information bias

Bias from WITHIN the material

due to incorrect information

Differentiated

Non-differentiated



If  the classification of  exposure depends on whether the 

patient has an outcome (or vice-versa)

Mothers of  children with malformations will be better at recalling

information on drug use during pregnancy than women with 

children without malformations.

Information bias (differentiated)



General misclassification of  exposure, independent 

of  outcome status or other variables.

Will always infer a bias towards

the null (i.e. no difference).

In a study of  the risk of  brain hemorrhage associated with use of  

platelet inhibitors, the classification of  use/non-use is not 100% 

correct, as the algorithm does not capture patients stopping before

having used a full package of  tablets.

One year’s worth of  prescription data is corrupt…

Information bias (non-differentiated)



Protopathic bias
(reverse-causation bias)

A mixture (reversal) of  the cause and effect, 

e.g. if the drug is given for an early (not yet

recognized or recorded) disease.

In a study of  the association between use of  valproic acid 

(antiepileptic) and risk of  cancer, you find an increased risk of  

brain cancer. This is caused by valproic acid prescribed due to 

epilepsi as an early marker of  brain cancer.
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Immortal-time bias
(the epidemiologist fucked up-bias)



Starring
James Dean

Natalie Wood

Sal Mineo

All three very talented

All three died at a young age

All three nominated for an Oscar

Neither of  them got an Oscar



Christopher Plummer, born 1929, 
Won his first Oscar in 2012 

(nominated for the first time in 2010)



Time already survived

is per definition ”immortal”!
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22,260 patients are followed for a year after
discharge following a COPD exacerbation.

Divided into users and non-users of  inhaled steroid 
based on whether they fill an prescription within 90 

days after discharge.

Main finding

Mortality reduced by 29% (HR 0.71, 0.65-0.78)

Readmission reduced by 24% (HR 0.76, 0.71-0.80)
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Immortal time

22

Discharge 1st ICS prescription

Wrong:

Exposed

Discharge 1st ICS prescription

Unexposed

Correct:

Exposed



Never use a crystal ball!
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Immortal-time bias

Always in cohort studies

Signal too good (strong) to be true

When the effect manifests too soon

You will have used a crystal ball

When ”groups” and not ”status” are analysed



The Story of  Dr. Kripke
and the horrible benzodiazepines!
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For each hypnotic user, we attempted 
to identify two controls with no 

record of  a hypnotic prescription in 
the [database] at any time from 

among the 212 292 remaining non-
users.
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Main result

Crude OR: 1.14 [1.09 - 1.19]

Adjusted OR: 1.09 [1.04 - 1.14]

We did not find an association between long term use of  
BZRD and risk of  cancer, except for what is likely 

explained by residual confounding.


